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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A two-story home was engineered using an advanced lateral analysis method to demonstrate
possible savings in construction costs. In addition, an innovative shear wall holddown was
incorporated into the design to improve jobsite safety and eliminate an aesthetic problem
associated with traditional holddown straps. The NAHB Research Center worked with
Washington builder, Quadrant Homes, and panel manufacturer, Woodinville Lumber, to evaluate
the design and monitor construction of this demonstration home. This analysis and design
concept is expected to save labor and material costs for engineered homes built in high wind or
seismic regions.
A typical, entry-level home, representative of regional design in the Puget Sound area of
Washington State, was selected for this technology evaluation. NAHB Research Center
engineers reviewed the plans for this popular model and re-engineered the lateral force resisting
system using the rigid diaphragm method for shear load distribution, and the perforated shear
wall method to predict shear wall capacity and stiffness. These advanced methods are not
explicitly included in the current local building code. The new shear wall holddown design,
which used metal connector plates pre-installed on the wall panels, eliminated the need for strap
connections and allowed workers to safely install the holddowns from the inside of the building.
To evaluate the new design, two identical homes were built and monitored throughout the
framing process. One home was built according to the new design and the other was built as it
was originally designed. The following observations were made:
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

The original design required 36 shear wall holddowns (material cost = $365) and the new
design required only 17 holddowns (material cost = $ 277).
The original home required 20 pre-installed foundation straps, which had to be bent over
during the framing phase to avoid interference. The new design used a bolted connection
at the foundation to improve jobsite safety.
An additional 2.6 man-hours were required in the wall panel production to install the
metal connector plates for the new holddown design.
The re-designed connections took longer to install, but the workers were able to install
the hardware from the inside of the building rather than on ladders from the outside. The
original strap connections took a total labor time of 4 minutes per holddown to install and
the re-designed connections took 30 minutes per connection to install.
The new analysis saved several days in the framing process by eliminating the need for a
second framing inspection. The original design had a double-sheathed wall and required
an inspection before and after the inside sheathing was applied. Only single sheathed
walls were required with the new design.
A cosmetic problem (buckled holddown straps that bulge the siding out) was eliminated
with the new holddown design.
Quadrant Homes is using this alternate analysis method for all of their new homes.

i

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Advancements in homebuilding technology rely on opportunities to implement improved design
methods, use innovative materials, and incorporate new construction techniques. The model
building codes facilitate this by explicitly permitting the use of adequately substantiated alternate
materials and design methods. Continued improvements in building materials and design
methods are the keys to more durable and affordable homes in the future.
A recent report prepared by the NAHB Research Center under the Partnership for Advancing
Technology in Housing (PATH) program addressed several issues related to panelized
construction in the home building industry1. The report identified barriers to a wider acceptance
of panelized wall construction. A major objective of the report was to illustrate and evaluate the
process of implementing new materials, innovative design methods, and efficient construction
practices within an existing building code. In a case study, a panelized home was designed using
an alternate shear wall analysis and innovative shear wall holddown connections. The goal was
to reduce construction costs and demonstrate the process of successful implementation of a nonconventional building method into the current building code regulation.
The following report is a field evaluation of two homes; one was built using the alternate design
and construction methods featured in that study. The alternate design used the perforated shear
wall and rigid diaphragm method for the analysis of the lateral force resisting system (LFRS).
This was used in lieu of the traditional segmented shear wall and flexible diaphragm analysis
methods that are prescribed by the local building code2 and provided the design criteria for the
base house in this study. In addition, an innovative shear wall holddown design, which utilized
metal connector plates, bolts, and plate washers, was implemented to replace the usual strap
holddowns.
Quadrant Homes, a leading homebuilder in the Puget Sound area of Washington, and
Woodinville Lumber, who provides builders in the Puget Sound Basin with lumber, trusses, and
related building materials, took part in this research study by implementing these new design and
construction concepts into a demonstration home. The goals of the project were to:
•
•
•

2.0

reduce construction and material costs by using an advanced lateral design method;
improve home appearance by eliminating hold-down straps that can cause bulges in the
siding; and
improve jobsite safety.
PATH OBJECTIVE

The goals of PATH are to significantly improve the quality, durability, environmental
performance, energy efficiency, and affordability of the nation’s housing stock.
The technologies introduced in this study aim at reducing home costs in the construction phase,
while maintaining the level of structural performance intended by the building code. Using an
1

Design, Fabrication, and Installation of Engineered Panelized Walls: Two Case Studies, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Washington (HUD), DC, 2002.
2
Uniform Building Code (UBC), International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), Whittier, CA 1997
1

advanced lateral analysis method, it was possible to reduce the amount of specialty hold-down
hardware required, and in some cases eliminate the need for double-sheathed walls. An
innovative shear wall hold-down design also had potential to improve jobsite safety and aesthetic
quality of the home.
3.0

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS CONCEPTS

The design and analysis methods featured in this study are associated with the lateral force
resisting system (LFRS). A lateral load distribution method, a shear wall capacity analysis, and
an innovative shear wall hold-down connection design, were all part of the evaluation. These
design concepts are described below.
•

Rigid Diaphragm Analysis Method – This method was used in the lateral force analysis of
the structure to determine lateral load distribution. It determined the amount of load that
each shear wall must resist, and was used in this study in lieu of the flexible diaphragm
analysis method for improvements in design accuracy and to possibly eliminate the need
for double-sheathed shear walls.

•

Perforated Shear Wall Analysis Method – This method was also used in the lateral force
analysis of the structure. It was used to predict shear wall strength and stiffness, and used
in this study in lieu of the segmented shear wall analysis method. It has the advantage of
considering “system effects” in a wall, which can lead to a more efficient design.

•

Integral Metal Connector Plate and Bracket Hold-downs – These innovative connections
were used for shear wall hold-downs, and used metal connector plates (truss plates) and
bolts in lieu of tie-down straps. The purpose was to improve the long-term appearance of
the home and increase construction efficiency by shifting part of the hardware installation
process to the manufacturing plant. Also, jobsite safety improvements were expected,
since the installation could be done from the inside of the building, and the potential trip
hazard caused by protruding straps was eliminated.

4.0

BACKGROUND ON LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM DESIGN

The structural analysis of a home requires the calculation of vertical and horizontal (lateral)
loading. Vertical loads, often termed “gravity loads”, are typically from snow, rain, building
occupancy, and weights of materials. Lateral loads are usually from wind and seismic forces.
This study focused on the lateral load analysis.
A lateral analysis of a home involves these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determine loads.
Apply loads to the structure.
Distribute loads to resisting elements and determine load paths.
Determine strength requirements for structural components.
Design connections.

Improved design methods for steps three, four, and five were the objectives of this project.
2

4.1

DISTRIBUTION OF LOADS TO RESISTING ELEMENTS

After the lateral loads are determined and properly applied to the structure, load paths are
established to route lateral forces through the structure to the foundation. The lateral loads are
distributed from roof and floor diaphragms into designated shear walls. The calculated load
distributed to each shear wall can vary significantly depending on certain structural assumptions
that are made and on the analysis method used. The principal difference in analysis methods is in
the assumption of the diaphragm stiffness. A flexible diaphragm is commonly assumed because
of its conservative results and simplistic approach, whereas a rigid diaphragm assumption
requires a more rigorous analysis, but could yield a more accurate prediction of the lateral
response.
4.1.1

Flexible Diaphragm Method (Conventional Method)

The flexible diaphragm method, also known as the tributary area method is the conventional
technique for determining lateral load distribution. In this approach, the diaphragms are assumed
to have very little stiffness, and loads are distributed to resisting elements according to geometric
locations only. Diaphragm areas are simply divided equally between adjacent parallel shear wall
lines and loads are distributed in proportion to the associated areas. This method gives no
consideration to the relative stiffness of each of the resisting wall lines and, in fact, assumes each
of the wall lines are infinitely rigid. Engineers often face design challenges when short walls are
required to support large tributary loads. These walls must be designed to resist large lateral
forces, and therefore often require sheathing on each face and high capacity hold-downs on the
ends. Although inefficient, and possibly inaccurate, it is a popular choice for residential lateral
analysis because of its simple application and conservative results.
4.1.2

Rigid Diaphragm Method (Alternate Method)

Research suggests (see Appendix C) that the rigid diaphragm method more accurately estimates
the lateral load distribution for typical residential homes. This method assumes that roof and
floor diaphragms are much more rigid than the supporting shear walls, thus lateral loads are
distributed in proportion to the shear wall stiffness, rather than in proportion to the associated
tributary areas. Therefore, longer, stiffer walls with fewer openings are assigned more load than
more flexible walls (e.g., short walls or walls with large openings). Because the diaphragm is
assumed to be rigid, it will rotate if the center of mass is offset from the center of resistance. This
rotation imposes an additional torsional force on the building, which is ignored in the flexible
diaphragm method. Although a perfectly rigid diaphragm is an over estimation of its stiffness, it
results in a more accurate prediction of lateral load distribution for light frame buildings. Fewer
double-sheathed (i.e. sheathed on both faces) walls and lower demands on uplift connections are
possible benefits associated with this method.
In a rigid diaphragm analysis, the amount of load distributed to a wall is dependent on the wall’s
strength and stiffness, which is controlled by its construction (i.e., nail spacing, sheathing
thickness, etc.). Therefore, making a wall stronger (stiffer) results in an increased load
assignment, and more load could require additional strength. It can be seen how this design
method requires an iterative process. A standard wall construction is typically assumed for the
first iteration. If more strength is needed, nailing schedules are adjusted or additional sheathing is
3

added. The load distribution is then re-calculated and the wall is checked again. Usually only one
or two iterations are required.
4.2

SHEAR WALL ANALYSIS

The lateral strength and stiffness of a shear wall are dependent on the number of openings in the
wall, and how it was constructed. There are two basic approaches to shear wall design and
analysis. The conventional approach, known as the segmented shear wall method, utilizes only
full-height wall segments for shear resistance, which typically occur between window and door
openings. An alternate approach, known as the perforated shear wall method, evaluates an entire
wall line as a system, including the portions with openings.
4.2.1

Segmented Shear Wall Design (Conventional Method)

The traditional approach for estimating shear wall capacity and stiffness involves evaluating only
full height wall segments, which occur between openings. The portions of the wall with openings
(e.g., at windows and doors) are assumed not to contribute to the shear strength. In this method,
the wall line is separated into several individual segments. Each segment is designed
independently and requires a hold-down at each end. The estimated lateral capacity of the wall is
the sum of the strengths of only the full height wall segments. The disadvantage of this method is
that it ignores system effects that occur in a continuous wall, and therefore requires numerous
hold-downs throughout the wall line.
4.2.2

Perforated Shear Wall Design (Alternate Method)

The perforated shear wall method, which uses a system approach, is an alternate method for
determining shear wall capacity. In this method, the entire wall line is evaluated, rather than
segmenting it into individual parts. Strength is reduced with an opening adjustment factor related
to the percentage of full-height sheathing panels in the wall. Since the wall is evaluated as one
system, restraints are only required at the ends of the wall line, which can result in a significant
reduction in hold-down hardware.
4.3

SHEAR WALL ANCHORAGE

A shear wall requires anchorage to transfer lateral loads to the foundation. There are two types of
anchorage required; (1) along the sole plate to prevent slip (both parallel and perpendicular to
wall), and (2) on the ends to prevent overturning. Foundation bolts are typically used to prevent
slip (nails at upper levels), and straps or brackets are used for overturning.
For hold-down connections, Quadrant Homes has traditionally used embedded straps at the
foundation level and tie-straps at upper levels. However, the strap hold-downs have sometimes
caused aesthetic problems after the home has been in service. In addition, the straps can create a
tripping hazard on the jobsite. The design and implementation of an alternate hold-down
connection that eliminates the aesthetic problem and improves jobsite safety is one of the
objectives of this project.
4.3.1

Strap Hold-downs (Conventional Method)
4

Overturning anchorage for shear walls is often made with straps applied to the outside face of the
walls. At the first floor level, the straps are embedded in the foundation and are connected
(usually by nailing) to the studs at the ends of shear walls (see Figure 4.1). Straps are installed at
the time the foundation is cast, and therefore must be bent over (parallel with the ground) during
the framing phase to keep them clear from obstruction. The straps are long (approximately 3 to 4
feet extending out of the foundation), and can be a hazard during the framing process (see Figure
4.2). After the house is framed and sheathed, the straps are straightened and nailed to the shear
walls. The building paper and siding are then applied over the straps.

Figure 4.1
Hold-down straps at first story

Figure 4.2
Pre-installed hold-down straps

Quadrant Homes has experienced problems in the past with the straps buckling as the house
settles in its first year of service. This appears as a bulge in the exterior siding (see Figure 4.3).
This is primarily a cosmetic defect, but it requires extensive repair to restore the siding to its
original appearance. In addition, if the straps are not properly installed, concrete spalling can
occur in the foundation (see Figure 4.4), and slack in the connection can make them less
effective in restraining the vertical forces.
At the second floor and higher levels, tie-straps are used to connect the upper story to the lower
story. These are applied on the outside of the building after the framing is complete, and
therefore require the workers to install them from ladders (see Figure 4.5).

5

Figure 4.3
Buckled hold-down strap causing a bulge in the siding

Figure 4.4
Spalling can occur in foundation at strap location

Figure 4.5
Installing second floor hold-downs

4.3.2

Redesigned Hold-downs (Alternate Method)

Alternate hold-down designs were developed by the NAHB Research Center, which utilized
metal connector plates (truss plates), threaded rod, plate washers, and brackets. The purpose of
the new hold-down design was:
•
•
•
•

to improve construction quality and efficiency by moving part of the hardware
installation process to the manufacturing plant;
eliminate the strap buckling problem;
eliminate potential concrete spalling in the foundation; and
increase jobsite safety.

The new hold-down design at the foundation consists of pre-installed bolts in the concrete,
threaded rod, and proprietary tie-down brackets (see Figure 4.6). Since the new hold-downs were
used in conjunction with the perforated shear wall design method, they were only required on the
6

ends of the walls. The brackets would be installed in the manufacturing plant to take advantage
of mass production and quality control, which would have left only the connection of the
foundation bolt and bracket for the framer at the site. A coupling nut and extension rod (threaded
rod) provided the link between the bolt and the pre-installed bracket.
An innovative design was introduced for the second floor hold-downs, which used threaded rod
and plate washers to connect the upper floor bottom plate to the lower floor top plate. This
design required metal connector plates to be installed at the wall corners (see Figure 4.7).
Installation of the connector plates added an additional step for the wall manufacturer, but left
only the connection of the rod for the framer. Since the rod was installed from the inside,
workers were able to install the hold-downs safely from the deck.

Figure 4.6
Bolted hold-down connection design

7

a. Outside view

b. Outside view with truss plates hidden

c. 3-D outside view

d. 3-D inside view (floor is hidden)

Figure 4.7
Second floor hold-down design

5.0

EVALUATION PLAN

A study plan was developed to evaluate the alternate lateral analysis method and hold-down
design. A popular model home was redesigned using the alternate design methods and was
monitored throughout the framing process. In addition, an identical home, designed the original
way, was constructed and monitored. The two homes were compared examining costs, jobsite
safety, and overall construction efficiency.
The Puget Sound area of Washington State was chosen for the demonstration site. In this area,
local building code regulations require home plans to be reviewed by a structural engineer,
which was important, since it is uncommon in most areas for homes to be analyzed for lateral
8

loads. Quadrant Homes provided the plans for one of its popular house styles, which was an
average size home for this region, and representative of the new, entry-level home stock in the
Puget Sound area.
The demonstration project involved:
•
•
•
•
•
5.1

evaluating the original house plans;
redesigning the LFRS using the alternate design methods;
monitoring construction of the originally designed home;
monitoring construction of the redesigned home; and
comparing the two homes.
EVALUATION OF ORIGINAL HOUSE PLANS

NAHB Research Center engineers reviewed the structural plans for the selected home. The
LFRS and hold-down hardware were checked using traditional analysis methods. Material costs
associated with the LFRS requirements were recorded for comparison.
5.2

RE-DESIGN OF LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM

The selected home was re-engineered by NAHB Research Center staff using the rigid diaphragm
shear distribution method, and the perforated shear wall design method (see Appendix A for
calculations). Metal connector plates, bolts, threaded rod, and brackets were used for the holddowns. Material costs associated with the LFRS requirements were recorded for comparison.
5.3

CONSTRUCTION MONITORING - ORIGINAL DESIGN

NAHB Research Center staff coordinated a field study with Quadrant Homes to evaluate the
construction of a demonstration home built from the original plans. The home was built in July
of 2002 and members of the Research Center staff were on site to monitor the framing phase of
the construction and to capture the required labor to install the hold-down hardware. The
hardware installation was timed and jobsite safety and construction efficiency were observed.
5.4

CONSTRUCTION MONITORING - ALTERNATE DESIGN

In December of 2001, NAHB Research Center staff coordinated a field study with Quadrant
Homes and panel manufacturer Woodinville Lumber to evaluate the construction of a
demonstration home built using the alternate design methods. The Research Center staff
conducted a time and motion study at the wall panel plant to determine the added labor required
to incorporate the pre-installed hold-down hardware (metal connector plates and brackets). The
construction of the home was also monitored to note any effects on the framing process.
Woodinville Lumber monitored the installation of the field-applied hold-down hardware, which
was installed several days after the home had been framed.

9

5.5

COMPARISON OF THE HOMES

The collected information was analyzed and comparisons were made between the two design
methods. Material and tooling costs, labor hours, overall construction efficiency, and safety were
all compared.
6.0

EVALUATION SUMMARY

6.1

ORIGINAL DESIGN REVIEW

The selected house was a two-story, single-family home constructed on a reinforced concrete
stem wall foundation with a crawl space. The building plan dimensions were 40 feet by 43 feet,
with a maximum roof height of 27.5 feet from ground level. The roof system used gable forms
with a 6:12 pitch. Floors were framed using platform construction, consisting of prefabricated Ijoists sheathed with 3/4-inch thick plywood subfloor nailed and glued to the top flange of the
joists. Walls were assembled with prefabricated panels, and drywall was applied on the interior
face after the final framing inspection. The front entry wall required structural sheathing on both
faces for added shear capacity. The roof was framed with pre-fabricated wood trusses sheathed
with 7/16-inch-thick OSB panels.
Because the segmented shear wall method was used, hold-downs were required at each end of
each full height wall segment. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the shear wall and hold-down locations
for each floor, and Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list the shear wall construction and hold-down
requirements for this design.
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WALL 6

WALL 5

WALL 4

WALL 3

WALL 2

= Shear Wall
= Hold-down
Note, the wall labels shown here are for reference
within this report and do not correlate with the
wall labeling shown in the appendix.

WALL 1

Figure 6.1
First floor shear wall and hold-down locations (Original design)

TABLE 6.1
SHEAR WALL CONSTRUCTION AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (ORIGINAL DESIGN)
First Floor
Nail
Hold-down
Sides
Nail
Hardware3
Sheathed Size1 Spacing2
Qty
Sheathing
Wall 1
7/16” OSB
1
8d
3”
Simpson STHD14
4
Wall 2
7/16” OSB
2
8d
4”
Simpson STHD14RJ
4
Wall 3
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson STHD14RJ
4
Wall 4
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson STHD14RJ
6
Wall 5
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See Wall 1,3,4)
N/A
Wall 6
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson STHD14RJ
2
1.
2.
3.

8d = (0.131” x 2.5”) common wire nail or equivalent pneumatic nail.
“Nail Spacing” refers to minimum perimeter spacing of sheathing nails. All field nailing is 12” o.c.
Refer to Simpson Strong-Tie Catalog C-2001
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WALL 4

WALL 5

WALL 3

WALL 2

= Shear Wall
= Hold-down
Note, the wall labels shown here are for reference
within this report and do not correlate with the
wall labeling shown in the appendix.

WALL 1

Figure 6.2
Second floor shear walls and hold-down locations (Original design)

TABLE 6.2
SHEAR WALL CONSTRUCTION AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (ORIGINAL DESIGN)
Second Floor
Nail
Hold-down
Sides
Nail
Spacing2 Hardware3
Sheathed Size1
Qty
Sheathing
Wall 1
7/16” OSB
1
8d
3”
MSTA36
4
Wall 2
7/16” OSB
2
8d
4”
MST48
4
Wall 3
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
MSTA36
4
Wall 4
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
MSTA36
2
Wall 5
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
MSTA36
2
1.
2.
3.

8d = (0.131” x 2.5”) common wire nail or equivalent pneumatic nail.
“Nail Spacing” refers to minimum perimeter spacing of sheathing nails. All field nailing is 12” o.c.
Refer to Simpson Strong-Tie Catalog C-2001
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Simpson Strong-Tie hardware was used for all hold-down connections. Table 6.3 is a summary
of the required hold-down hardware and associated costs:
TABLE 6.3
TOTAL HOLDDOWN HARDWARE COSTS FOR ORIGINAL DESIGN
Total
List Price1
Total Hardware
Hardware
Required
(each)
Cost
Simpson STHD14
4
$13.20
$52.80
Simpson STHD14RJ
16
$16.20
$259.20
Simpson MSTA36
12
$1.81
$21.72
Simpson MST48
4
$7.82
$31.28
36
$365.00
Totals
N/A
1.

6.2

From Simpson Strong-Tie Price Book C-99

ALTERNATE DESIGN REVIEW

The efficiency of the lateral force restraining system was improved using the alternate analysis
methods – rigid diaphragm and perforated shear wall. Over fifty percent of the hold-down
hardware was eliminated using integral metal connector plates and bracket hold-downs and no
double-sheathed walls were required. This reduced labor and material inputs, and most
importantly, eliminated the need for the second framing inspection.
The strap-type hold-down hardware that was used in the original design could have been used for
the redesigned home, but instead, an alternate hold-down system was used to improve jobsite
safety and eliminate an aesthetic problem that Quadrant Homes has experienced when
foundation strap hold-downs are used.
The new hold-down design would require threaded rod, coupling nuts, and 3-inch by 3-inch plate
washers. For the first-floor level, 5/8-inch diameter bolts were to be pre-set in the foundation at
specific locations and brackets could be attached to the wall panels in the manufacturer’s plant.
After the walls were installed, the bracket connections to the foundation bolts would be made
with threaded rod and coupling nuts. The second floor hold-downs also would use threaded rod
connections. Metal connector plates were required on the face of the wall at each rod hold-down
location in order to reinforce the stud to plate connection. The connector plates would also be
installed in the wall manufacturer’s plant, leaving only the threaded rod installation for the
framer at the site.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the shear wall and hold-down locations for each floor, and Tables 6.4
and 6.5 list the shear wall construction and hold-down requirements for this design.
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WALL 7

WALL 3

WALL 6

WALL 5

WALL 4

WALL 2

= Shear Wall
= Hold-down

Note, the wall labels shown here are for reference
within this report and do not correlate with the
wall labeling shown in the appendix.

WALL 1

Figure 6.3
First floor shear walls and hold-down locations (new design)

TABLE 6.4
SHEAR WALL CONSTRUCTION AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (ALTERNATE DESIGN)
First Floor
Nail
Hold-down
Sides
Nail
Hardware3
Sheathed Size1 Spacing2
Qty
Sheathing
Wall 1
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson HTT22
4
Wall 2
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson HTT22
2
Wall 3
7/16” OSB
1
8d
4”
Simpson HTT22
2
Wall 4
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
Simpson HTT22
2
Wall 5
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See wall 1,4)
N/A
Wall 6
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
Simpson HTT22
1
Wall 7
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See wall 2,4)
N/A
1.
2.
3.

8d = (0.131” x 2.5”) common wire nail or equivalent pneumatic nail.
“Nail Spacing” refers to minimum perimeter spacing of sheathing nails. All field nailing is 12” o.c.
Refer to Simpson Strong-Tie Catalog C-2001
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WALL 5

WALL 4

WALL 6

WALL 3

WALL 2

= Shear Wall
= Hold-down

Note, the wall labels shown here are for reference
within this report and do not correlate with the
wall labeling shown in the appendix.

WALL 1

Figure 6.4
Second floor shear walls and hold-down locations (Alternate design)

TABLE 6.5
SHEAR WALL CONSTRUCTION AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (ALTERNATE DESIGN)
Second Floor
Nail
Hold-down
Sides
Nail
Spacing2
Hardware3
Sheathed Size1
Qty
Sheathing
Wall 1
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
TPHD
2
Wall 2
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
TPHD
2
Wall 3
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
TPHD
2
Wall 4
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See wall 1,3)
N/A
Wall 5
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See wall 1, 2)
N/A
Wall 6
7/16” OSB
1
8d
6”
(See wall 2, 3)
N/A
1.
2.
3.

8d = (0.131” x 2.5”) common wire nail or equivalent pneumatic nail.
“Nail Spacing” refers to minimum perimeter spacing of sheathing nails. All field nailing is 12” o.c.
TPHD = Truss Plate Hold-down (see Figure 4.7 for details)
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Table 6.6 is a summary of the hold-down hardware required for the alternate design and
associated costs:
TABLE 6.6
TOTAL HOLDDOWN HARDWARE COSTS FOR ALTERNATE DESIGN
Hardware
Total Required
List Price (each)
Total Hardware Cost
Simpson HTT22
11
$19.541
$214.94
TPHD2
6
$10.40
$62.40
17
N/A
$277.34
Totals
1.
2.

6.3

Simpson HTT22 connections require threaded rod in this application (see Figure 4.7) ($2.00) added to list price
of $17.54 = $19.54
TPHD consists of (8) truss connector plates ($2.40), (4) square washers ($2.00), threaded rod, and nuts
($6.00) = $10.40 total

DEMONSTRATION HOMES

To further evaluate the benefits of the new design, the construction of two new demonstration
homes was investigated (see Figure 6.5). One home was built according to the original plans, and
the other incorporated the alternate design methods featured in this study. Staff members from
the NAHB Research Center were on site during the construction of each home to perform a field
evaluation. Although the homes were not built simultaneously, the framing crew was the same
for each house. The purpose of the two-home evaluation was to investigate differences in labor
hours, costs, construction efficiency, and jobsite safety.

Figure 6.5
House model used for evaluation

6.3.1

Original Design

The original home design was used as the baseline for the comparison. This home was built near
Renton, Washington in July 2002. One staff member from the NAHB Research Center was on
site during the framing phase to observe the construction process (see Appendix A for a photo
series of this construction) and to closely monitor the installation of the hold-down hardware.
Jobsite safety, related to the use of the hold-down straps, was evaluated. The embedded STHD14
straps were initially bent back parallel with the ground prior to the framing, which created a
16

potential trip hazard. The workers had to step over the straps during the joist installation (see
Figure 4.2). After the first floor deck was installed, the protruding straps did not appear to pose a
safety problem, since the framing crew was generally working from the deck. No time loss, or
major safety issues associated with the protruding straps were observed after the first floor deck
was installed. The framing was not affected by the changes implemented in this study until the
hold-down hardware was applied.
Two workers installed the hold-down hardware. The first worker prepared the foundation straps
by bending them up to the proper position. This required the worker to bend the strap up and tap
it into position with a sledgehammer. The second worker fastened the straps to the walls using a
pneumatic nailer equipped with a positive placement tip (see Figure 6.6). The positive placement
tip enabled the worker to position the nailer over the pre-punched holes in the hardware. Without
this feature, hand nailing would be required. According to the framer, positive placement nailers
are common in the framing trade. After the first worker finished preparing the straps, he
proceeded with the installation of the second floor straps, while the first worker finished the
lower floor hold-down installation. The second floor strap installation required the worker to
position a ladder at each hold-down location, carry the strap and pneumatic nailer up the ladder,
and install the hardware (see Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.6
Fastening the first-floor straps using a positive
placement nailer

Figure 6.7
Fastening the second-floor straps from a ladder

With the exception to the time lost due to a jammed pneumatic nailer, the installation of the
hardware went quickly. Table 6.7 is a summary of the labor that was required to install the holddown hardware.
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TABLE 6.7
HOLDDOWN HARDWARE INSTALLATION DATA (ORIGINAL DESIGN)
Start Time
9:20 am
Finish Time
10:35 am
Total time to install hardware
1.25 hours
Number of workers
2
Number of hold-downs installed
36
Total labor hours to install
2.5 hours
Labor minutes per hold-down
4.2 min

The double-sheathed wall increased material and labor costs, and added extra days to the framing
time. The wall had to be installed with only the exterior sheathing attached. This allowed for the
plumbing and electrical runs to be installed and a framing inspection to be completed. Then, the
framers returned to attach the interior structural sheathing, and an additional “final” framing
inspection was required.
6.3.2 Alternate Design
The other demonstration home, which incorporated the alternate design, was constructed in
December 2001 and was monitored throughout the framing process. In addition, the wall panel
production was monitored to evaluate the installation of the integral hold-down hardware.
The wall panels were built by Woodinville Lumber and were based on the design proposed by
the NAHB Research Center. They were identical to those used in the original home, with
exception to the metal connector plates that were applied on certain panels. Three members from
NAHB Research Center were on site at the panel fabrication plant to observe the production of
the panels. A time and motion study was done (see Appendix D) to identify any additional labor
required to apply the connector plates and pre-install the hold-down brackets.
A portable, hydraulic “C-clamp” was purchased for approximately $2,500 and was used to press
the connector plates into the wall panels. The plating was done within the production line after
the panel had been framed, but before the sheathing was attached. This required the panel to be
partially lifted out of the jig to allow access for the clamp. The connector plates were initially set
in the proper location with a hammer, and then pressed with the “C-clamp” (see Figure 6.8),
which required several passes to fully embed the plates. The connector plates were only required
at the corners of certain panels for the hold-down connections, but additional plates were applied
around window openings to increase the shear strength of the panel. These plates were not
required since sheathing was continuous around the openings and could have been eliminated. In
fact, the interior plates (around the openings) were the most difficult to install. The application of
these plates required the worker to climb into the center of the table with the heavy press and
hoses (see Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.8
Panel lifted out of jig for plate application

Figure 6.9
Worker inside the panel applying interior plates

The first floor hold-down brackets were not pre-installed in the plant as originally intended. The
builder chose to have the framing crew install the brackets in the field.
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 summarize the time and motion data collected in the panel plant. Of most
importance in this study is the time required to install the connector plates (shown shaded). A
total of 2.7 labor hours were added to the production time to install the connector plates. This
was a 7.2 percent increase in total labor hours for production of the panels for this house.
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TABLE 6.8
TIME AND MOTION STUDY SUMMARY FOR WALL PANEL PRODUCTION
(FIRST FLOOR WALLS)
First Floor Walls
Start Time:
6:15 am
End Time:
10:30 am
Total Man Hours:
21.08 (1265 min.)
Total linear ft:
208.5
Time by activity (minutes) and percent of total time1
Mat.
Nailing2
Adjust
Plating
Idle
Re-Work
Clean
Cutting
Handling
30
510
80
345
60
55
110
15
2.4%
40.3%
6.3%
27.3%
4.7%
4.4%
8.7%
1.2%
1

See Appendix B for activity descriptions

2

The total nailing time that was captioned on the day of this study may be unusually high due to a malfunctioning auto-nailer

TABLE 6.9
TIME AND MOTION STUDY SUMMARY FOR WALL PANEL PRODUCTION
(SECOND FLOOR WALLS)
Second Floor Walls
Start Time:
10:30 am
End Time:
3:45 pm3
Total Man Hours
18.92 (1135 min.)
Total linear ft:
366.5
Time by activity (minutes) and percent of total time1
Mat.
Nailing2
Adjust
Plating
Idle
Re-Work
Clean
Cutting
Handling
0
440
130
285
100
75
85
0
0%
38.8%
11.4%
25.1%
8.8%
6.6%
7.5%
0%
1

Band
60
4.7%

Band
20
1.7%

See Appendix B for activity descriptions

2

The total nailing time that was captioned on two day of this study may be unusually high due to a malfunctioning auto-nailer

3

There was a crew change at 2:15pm.

The first floor walls were delivered to the jobsite immediately after they were completed, and
were installed the same day. The second floor walls were delivered by the end of the day, but
were not installed until the following day. NAHB Research Center staff was on site to observe
the framing.
The framing process was not affected by the implementation of the new design methods,
although the absence of the protruding straps eliminated the trip hazard.
The hold-down hardware was installed several days after the house was framed, and therefore
was not monitored by the Research Center staff. This process involved the installation of:
•
•
•

first-floor HTT brackets;
first-floor threaded rod and coupling nuts; and
second-floor threaded rod and coupling nuts.

All hardware was installed from the inside of the building with the workers positioned on the
floor decks. Table 6.10 summarizes the hold-down hardware installation data as reported to the
Research Center by Woodinville Lumber.
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TABLE 6.10
HARDWARE INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS (ALTERNATE DESIGN)
Total time to install hardware
2 hours
Number of workers
3
Number of hold-down connections installed
17
Total labor hours to install
6 hours
Labor minutes per hold-down
21.2 min.

7.0

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS

The goals for this project were to reduce construction costs, improve quality, and provide a safer
jobsite for homes requiring engineered lateral design. This was to be achieved by implementing
an advanced lateral design method and innovative shear wall hold-down. Tables 6.11 and 6.12
show a summary comparison of the two homes evaluated in this study. Issues related to the
LFRS and shear wall hold-downs are discussed in these tables.
TABLE 6.11
LFRS COMPARISON
LFRS Analysis
Load Distribution

Original Design
Lateral load distribution calculated using the
Flexible Diaphragm Method.
This method
bases the load distribution on the location of
the walls. Lateral load is distributed equally
between parallel shear walls disregarding the
stiffness of the walls. The walls are constructed
to resist the assigned loads.

Shear Wall Capacity

Shear wall capacity determined using the
Segmented Shear Wall Method. Capacity based
on only the full sheathing height segments
contained in a wall line. Hold-downs are
required at the ends of each segment. Method
does not consider system effects for shear
capacity.
A total of 36 shear wall hold-downs were
required (20 on the first-floor level, and 16 on
the second-floor level).
The front wall required structural sheathing on
each face. The remaining shear walls required
sheathing on one face.
The double-sheathed shear walls had to be
manufactured with the sheathing on only one
face. This allowed for the plumbing and
electrical to be installed and inspected. Two
framing inspections were required; one after
the house had been framed and plumbing and
electrical had been installed, and one after the
interior sheathing was installed. The second
inspection added extra days to the total framing
time.

Hardware Requirements
Shear Wall Construction
Framing Inspections
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Alternate Design
Lateral load distribution calculated using the
Rigid Diaphragm Method. This method
assumes that the diaphragm is rigid and will
distribute loads in proportion to the stiffness of
the resisting shear walls. An initial stiffness for
each wall is assumed, and the loads are
distributed accordingly. If a higher capacity is
needed, the shear wall is re-designed
(stiffened) and the loads are re-distributed.
Shear wall capacity determined using the
Perforated Shear Wall Method. Capacity is
based on the full wall, but reduced by an
opening factor. Hold-downs required at the
ends of the wall lines only. Method considers
system effects of the continuous wall for shear
capacity.
A total of 17 shear wall hold-downs were
required (11 on the first-floor level, and 6 on
the second-floor level).
Only single-faced sheathing required on all
shear walls.
Since there were no double-sheathed walls,
only one framing inspection was required.

TABLE 6.12
HOLDDOWN COMPARISON
Hold-down Design
Description

Original Design
At the first floor level, Simpson STHD14 tiedowns were cast in the foundation walls at
specific locations. The strap portion of the tiedown was left protruding from the foundation
during the framing process. After the house
was completely framed, positive placement
pneumatic nailers were used to fasten the straps
to the first floor walls. At the second floor
level, Simpson MSTA straps were fastened to
the outside of the walls to connect the upper
story walls to the lower story walls.

Jobsite Safety

The protruding straps of the STHD14
foundation tie-downs had to be bent over,
parallel with the ground, during the framing of
the house. This caused a tripping hazard during
the construction. Although, after the first floor
had been set, the framers were generally
working from the deck and were not affected
by the protruding straps. The MSTA straps
used for the second floor connection required
ladders on the outside of the house for
installation. The worker had to reposition the
ladder at each hold-down location to install the
straps.
When strap hold-downs are applied to the
outside of the structural sheathing, as was done
in this home, the strap has the potential to
buckle out slightly within one year (seen in
other homes). This is caused by the shrinkage
of lumber across the grain and can cause a
bulge in the siding.
There is a potential for concrete spalling
around the embedded strap hold-down.
First-floor STHD hold-downs required
placement in the foundation, and fastening to
the walls with a positive placement pneumatic
nailer (common in the trade). The second-floor
MSTA straps required fastening to the outside
walls with a positive placements pneumatic
nailer. The combined average labor time per
connection was: 5 min / hold-down

Aesthetics

Durability
Labor and Tools

Material Costs

First-floor STHD hold-down:
Approximately $15.00 / connection
Second-floor MSTA hold-down:
Approximately $5.00 / connection

1.

Alternate Design
A system of hardware was used involving
metal connector plates, threaded rod, coupling
nuts, plate washers, and brackets. At the first
floor level, 5/8” anchor bolts were cast in the
foundation at specific locations. The wall
panels were manufactured with Simpson HTT
brackets and metal connector plates preinstalled at proper locations. After the framing
was complete, the brackets were connected to
the anchor bolts in the foundation via threaded
rod linked with coupling nuts. At the second
floor level, threaded rod linked the upper level
bottom wall plate to the lower level top wall
plate. Plate washers were used to distribute the
tension force at the nuts, and metal connector
plates reinforced the stud to plate connections.
The anchor bolt and bracket connections at the
first floor level eliminated the trip hazard. At
the second floor level, the connections were
made from the inside of he building, where the
worker could safely use a stepladder on the
floor deck.

The aesthetic siding issue was eliminated with
the bolted connections.

Less chance of spalling problem with
embedded bolts.
First floor HTT brackets could be installed in
the panel plant (this builder chose to install in
the field). Anchor bolts were pre-installed in
the foundation, and the coupling rods were
installed after the framing was complete. The
second-floor TPHD connections required labor
to install the metal connector plates in the
panel plant, and labor to install the coupling
rods. A “C-clamp” was required to press the
plates and was purchased for approximately
$2500 The combined average labor time per
connection was: 30 min/holddown1 (includes
plate installation time).
First-floor HTT hold-down:
Approximately $18.00/connection
Second floor TPHD connection:
Approximately $10.00/connection

The installation time of 30 min. per hold-down is most likely due to inexperience with the connection method, and conservative time estimation
reported by the framer. Six labor hours were reported for the installation of the hardware, which could have included time for other tasks not
associated with the hold-down installation.
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8.0

CONCLUSION

The alternate lateral analysis method introduced in this study was expected to lower construction
costs for residential homes built in high seismic or high wind areas. For the demonstration home
evaluated in this study, over 50 percent of the shear wall hold-down hardware was eliminated
using this method. In addition, none of the shear walls had to be double-sheathed, which saved
several days in the construction process by eliminating the need for an extra framing inspection.
The new shear wall hold-down design was introduced to solve an aesthetic problem associated
with strap-type connectors, and to increase jobsite safety. Overall construction efficiency was
also expected to improve, since part of the hardware installation process was shifted from the
field to the manufacturing plant. Although the aesthetic problem was solved and jobsite safety
was slightly improved, the unconventional installation process increased the labor significantly.
The extra plating step that was implemented into Woodinville’s wall panel line increased the
otherwise efficient production time by seven percent. Also, the framers were not accustomed to
the bracket and rod hold-downs, so installation took unusually long. Eliminating the trip hazard
and moving the hold-down installation to the inside of the building improved the jobsite safety,
but savings were hard to quantify since there was no history of accidents associated with the
original hold-down design.
It is expected that construction efficiency could improve as workers become more accustomed to
this new hold-down installation process. In addition, improvements could be made to streamline
the connector plate installation. This may include a plate rolling process in the panel line, or
mounting the plate-press on a boom to help workers move the heavy machine to the required
locations. Other improvements could be expected in the field. The framers were not accustomed
to installing the bracket and rod hold-downs, but with more experience, it is likely that the
installation efficiency would improve.
Using the alternate lateral analysis methods without implementing the new hold-down design is
an acceptable alternative. In fact, Quadrant Homes is doing just that. The alternate lateral design
methods have proved to be a valuable, cost saving, improvement, and future homes will be
designed with this technology, although the strap connectors are still being used at this time.
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APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPH SERIES
FRAMING OF DEMONSTRATION HOME
(ORIGINAL DESIGN)

Holddown straps
Figure A.1 (7:30 am)
Start of evaluation. Floor joists already installed and
foundation straps bent over to avoid obstruction.

Figure A.2 (8:05 am)
Wall panels arrive as floor sheathing is attached.

Figure A.3 (8:55 am)
First floor exterior walls are set.

Figure A.4 (9:05 am)
First floor exterior wall installation

Figure A.5 (9:20 am)
Interior walls set

Figure A.6 (9:42 am)
Garage walls are field built

A-1

Figure A.7 (10:17 am)
Headers and beams installed on first floor walls.

Figure A.8 (10:47 am)
Floor joist hangers attached to headers.

Figure A.9 (12:10 pm)
Second floor joists are loaded and installed

Figure A.10 (1:30 pm)
Second level floor sheathing is loaded and installed

Figure A.11 (3:10 pm)
Second floor exterior walls are loaded

Figure A.12 (3:20 pm)
Second floor exterior walls are installed

A-2

Figure A.13 (3:45 pm)
Second floor interior walls are loaded and installed

Figure A.14 (Next day 8:30 am)
Exterior sheathing attached over rim joists.

Figure A.15 (9:15 am)
Finished wall framing ready for hold-down hardware

Figure A.16 (10:00 am)
Second level shear wall tie downs installed

Figure A.17 (9:20 am)
Foundation level hold-downs attached. Positive
placement pneumatic nailers were used for quick
installation.

A-3

A-4

APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF LFRS
ADVANCED LATERAL DESIGN METHOD

This appendix incorporates engineering calculations and technical substantiation prepared by the
NAHB Research Center for submittal to the building code authority as a part of the complete
building permit application package assembled by the builder.
The following two sections of the report present the construction details and engineering
calculations for the proposed design alternatives, respectively. The analysis is based on house
Plan 2575 provided by Quadrant Homes, Bellevue, WA.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
This section presents shear wall schedule and anchorage requirements. In particular, the truss
plate hold-downs are described in detail.
Table B1 summarizes the shear wall construction and design characteristics as prescribed by the
UBC-97 (Table 23-II-I-1).

Shear wall
designation
P1-6

P1-4

1

TABLE B1
SHEAR WALL CONFIGURATIONS
Nailing schedule on
Design shear
Construction details
panel edges
value1, lb/ft
6 inches on center
230
• Nails: 8d common (0.131 inch in diameter and 2.5
inch long) or equivalent pneumatic
• Nailing schedule in the panel field: 12 inches on
center
4 inches on center
352
• Sheathing 7/16-inch-thick OSB on one side
• SPF studs spaced 16 inches on center
• Top and bottom plates: Hem-Fir lumber

Design shear values include applicable adjustments in footnotes of UBC-97 Table 23-II-I-1.

Figures B1 and B2 display the shear wall schedule for the first- and second-story of the building,
respectively. The STHD-type hold-downs, which are typically used with this home plan, are
replaced with HTT-type hold-downs (Simpson Strong-Tie Co. on-line catalog, 2001). The HTTtype hold-downs can be installed in the factory. The HTT hold-downs are connected to the
anchor bolts after the panel installation using threaded rods and coupling nuts. Accurate
positioning of the anchor bolts can be achieved by using a template with predrilled holes that will
locate the bolt at a required distance from the foundation wall corner. The HTT-type hold-downs
will also eliminate interference with sheathing installation (i.e., edge nailing) and exterior finish
installation. Note that the STHD hold-downs may continue to be used in lieu of the
recommended HTT hold-downs.
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1st FLOOR
P1-6, W5

HTT2

HTT2

HTT2
P1-6
W1

P1-6
W3
P1-4

HTT2

W7I

HTT2

P1-6

HTT2

HTT2
P1-4

W6G

P1-4

HTT2
P1-6
W2

HTT2
P1-4
W4

Figure B1
First Floor Shear Wall Schedule
(Perforated Shear Wall Method, Except Segment Method used at Garage Opening)
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2nd FLOOR

TP HD

TP HD
P1-6
W6

P1-6

P1-6

W3

W1

TP HD

TP

P1-6
W4

P1-6
TP

TP HD
P1-6
W5

W2

Figure B2
Second Floor Shear Wall Schedule with Truss Plate
Reinforced Hold-downs at Corners (TP HD)
(Perforated Shear Wall Method)
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Figure B3 shows the anchorage schedule for the front wall according to the perforated shear wall
method. In addition, metal truss plates are specified around openings and at the corners.

Figure B3
Perforated Shear Wall (Front Wall)

The metal straps on the second story walls are replaced with integral overturning restraints that
utilize the combined resistance of metal truss plates, bolts with plate washers, and perpendicular
walls. Figure B4 shows construction details of the truss plate hold-downs for the second-story
shear walls. Specifications for the truss plate hold-downs follow:
1. 1/2 bolts are located a maximum of 8 inches from the exterior face of the corner, the
holes can be drilled in place.
2. 3 x 3 x 0.25-inch square washers are used with the bolts.
3. M II 20 5 x 6 inch MiTek truss plates are installed on both sides of the corner.
4. M II 20 3 x 6 inch MiTek truss plates are installed on both sides of the adjacent corner.
5. Sheathing from both wall panels is attached with edge nailing to the same corner (end)
stud.
6. The corner studs are pre-cut to accommodate the double bottom plate where 5x6 M II 20
plates are installed; a regular length stud is used with the adjacent wall where 3x6 M II 20
truss plates are used.
7. Wall panels are nailed together at corner studs with a minimum of five framing nails
(0.131 inch diameter and 3 1/4 inch long).
8. Three 12-inch-long spacers are used between the studs of the main corner (corner with
5x6 inch truss plates). The spacers are nailed to each adjacent stud with a minimum of
three framing nails (0.131 inch diameter and 3 1/4 inch long) (six nails total per spacer).
B-4

Instead, three 4.5-inch nails can be used for full penetration through both studs and the
spacer. A full height stud can be used instead of the spacers.

a. Outside view

c. 3-D outside view

b. Outside view with truss plates hidden

d. 3-D inside view (floor is hidden)

Figure B4
Details of a Truss Plate Hold-down for the Second Story Shear Walls
(Sheathing is Not Shown)

This design is based on the following criteria:
1. perforated shear wall method;
2. shear wall panels (as a part of a perforated shear wall) with aspect ratio of 2.5:1 for
seismic design (3.5:1 is required by the UBC-97 for the seismic zone 3, Table 23-II-G);
and,
3. truss plate overturning restraints on the second story shear walls.
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The first item is substantiated with extensive experimental and analytical data on the monotonic
and cyclic response of the perforated shear walls. This method is adopted by the Standard
Building Code (SBCCI 1999), International Building Code (IBC 2000), and NEHRP
Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Building and Other Structures
(BSSC, 2001).
M II 20 truss plates (3x6) around the windows will provide a mechanism for improved force
transfer between the wall segments resulting in a wall configuration that acts more as a unit.
Therefore, the second assumption is justified.
The use of the truss plate overturning restraints is substantiated by engineering calculations and
results of full-scale testing.
ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS
This section presents engineering calculations that substantiate the proposed shear wall schedule.
The structural analysis shows that only the EW walls of the first story are designed to resist loads
approaching their allowable design resistance (up to 93 percent). The rest of the walls are
considerably over designed and have minimum construction characteristics allowed by the 1997
UBC.
DESIGN METHODS
Horizontal Force Distribution
The analysis uses rigid diaphragm method to distribute lateral forces between the shear walls.
This method was confirmed as the most accurate for design of light-frame buildings by recent
whole-house testing programs sponsored by HUD, NAHB, and FEMA. Appendix C summarizes
some of the technical information that supports the use of the rigid diaphragm method for
residential light-frame wood structures.
The direct shear is distributed among the walls relative to their capacities. The torsional moment
is defined as the product of the shear force acting on a given story and the eccentricity between
the center of rigidity and the center of stiffness for the same story. The moment is distributed
among the shear walls according to Equations (B1) and (B2).

VT =

M T ri Fi
J
n

J = ∑ Fi ri 2
i

where:
VT = torsional shear load on a wall line;
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(B1)
(B2)

MT = torsional moment – a product of total story shear load and perpendicular distance
between the load vector resultant resistance vector for load direction under
consideration;
ri = distance from the wall to the center of stiffness (center of resistance);
Fi = design shear wall capacity;
J
= torsional moment of inertia of the story.
For seismic design, 5 percent of the building dimension at the level of interest perpendicular to
the direction of the force under consideration is added to the building eccentricity (Section
1630.6, 1997 UBC). The torsional shear force is additive to the direct shear. The negative
torsional forces that counteract the direct shear are ignored.
Perforated Shear Wall Method
The design shear wall capacity is calculated using perforated shear wall method. The ratio of the
shear strength for a wall with openings to the shear strength of a fully sheathed wall, F, is
determined as:
r
3− 2 r
1
r=
1 + Ao
HΣ Li
F=

(B3)
(B4)

where:
r
Ao
H
Σli

=
=
=
=

sheathing area ratio;
total area of openings;
height of the wall; and,
summation of length of all full height wall segments.

LOAD CALCULATIONS
Wind Loads
The 1997 UBC permits the use of ASCE 7, Chapter 6 for calculation of Wind Loads (UBC-97,
Chapter 16, Section 1604 − Standards). Therefore, wind loads are determined according to the
provisions of ASCE 7-98 Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE
2000). The method for "buildings and other structures" is used (Section 6.5.3, ASCE 7-98).
1.

Basic wind speed, V, and wind directionality factor, Kd.
V = 85 mph (Figure 6.1)
Kd = 0.85 main wind force resisting system (Table 6.6)

2.

Importance factor, I.
I = 1.0 (Table 6-1)

3.

Exposure category and velocity pressure coefficient, Kz or Kh.
Exposure B
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The design procedure for buildings and other structures is used (Section 6.5.6.2.1).
Kz = 0.61 (Table 6.5, Case 2, z =18'2" )
Kh = 0.65 (Table 6.5, Case 2, h = 23'7")
4.

Topographic Factor, Kzt.
Not included in the design.

5.

Gust effect factor, G.
G = 0.85 (Section 6.5.8.1 - Rigid Structures)

6.

Enclosure classification.
The building is classified as enclosed.

7.

Internal pressure coefficient GCpi.
CPpi = ± 0.18 (Table 6-7, enclosed structures)
In case of determining the total shear, the internal pressures cancel out.

8.

External pressure coefficients Cp, (Figure 6-3)
Wind in EW direction (perpendicular to ridge)
Walls
L/B = 40/43 = 0.93 < 1
Windward
Cp = 0.8
Leeward
Cp = -0.5
Side walls
Cp = -0.7
Roof
h/L = 23.7 / 40 = 0.6
θ = 27o
Windward
Cp = -0.3 or Cp = 0.2
Leeward
Cp = -0.6
Wind in NS direction (parallel to ridge)
Walls
L/B = 43/40 = 1.1
Windward
Cp = 0.8
Leeward
Cp = -0.5
Side walls
Cp = -0.7
Roof
Cancel out for the total shear

1.

Velocity pressure qh.
qz = 0.00256 Kz Kzt Kd V2 I = 0.00256 (0.61) (1.0) (0.85) (85)2 (1.0) = 9.6 lb/ft2
qh = 0.00256 Kh Kzt Kd V2 I = 0.00256 (0.65) (1.0) (0.85) (85)2 (1.0) = 10.2 lb/ft2

2.

Design wind load p.
p = q GCp − qi (GCpi)
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Wind in EW direction (perpendicular to ridge)
Walls
Windward
p = (9.6)(0.85)(0.8) = 6.5 lb/ft2
Leeward
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.5) = -4.3 lb/ft2
Side walls
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.7) = -6.1 lb/ft2
Roof
Windward
Negative Pressure
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.3) = -2.6 lb/ft2
Positive Pressure
p = (10.2)(0.85)(0.2) = 1.7 lb/ft2
Leeward
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.6) = -5.2 lb/ft2
Wind in SN direction (parallel to ridge)
Walls
Windward
p = (10.2)(0.85)(0.8) = 6.9 lb/ft2
Leeward
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.5) = -4.3 lb/ft2
Side walls
p = (10.2)(0.85)(-0.7) = -6.1 lb/ft2
Roof
No pressure on the main LFRS
Forces:
Areas are measured from the electronic drawings provided by Quadrant Homes using AutoCAD
software package.
EW direction
Roof:
F = (1.7 + 5.2) (395 + 51) = 3,077 lb
Second story
F = (6.5 + 4.3) (176) + 3,077 = 4,978 lb
First story
F = (6.5 + 4.3)(392) + 4,978 = 9,212 lb
NS direction
Roof:
F = (6.9 + 4.3) (215) = 2,408 lb
Second story
F = (6.9 + 4.3) (165) + 2,408 = 4,256 lb
First story
F = (6.9 + 4.3)(362) + 4,256 = 8,310 lb
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Seismic Loads
Masses of building components:
Roof:
Partitions:
Exterior Walls:
Diaphragm:

15 psf
8 psf
10 psf
10 psf

Roof mass
It is assumed that the mass per square foot of the garage part of the roof is equal to that of the
main part of the building. The roof area includes the 1.5 foot overhang around the building.
WR = [(40 + 3)(35 + 3) + (20 + 3)(8.0)] (15) = 27,270 lb
Second story wall mass
The mass is computed using half height of the walls and partitions of the story. It is assumed that
the partitions are nailed to the ceiling as well as to the floor. The lengths of the partitions are
measured from the drawings.
WW2 = (8.1/2)[(40 + 43)(2)](10) + (8.1/2)[40 + 20 + (16.75)(2) + 12 + 5.5 + (18.2)(2) + 12.25 +
20 + 12](8) = 12,933 lb
Total mass acting on the second story shear walls
W2 = 27,270 + 12,933 = 40,202 lb
First story wall mass
The mass is computed using single story wall height and diaphragm depth. It is assumed that the
partitions are nailed to the ceiling as well as to the floor.
Ww1 = (8.1 + 1.1)[(40 + 43)(2)](10) + (8.1/2)[40 + 20 + (16.75)(2) + 12 + 5.5 + (18.2)(2) + 12.25
+ 20 + 12](8) + (8.1/2)[40 + 20 + 21.75 + (6.75)(3)](8) = 24,786 lb
Diaphragm mass
Wd1 = [(40)(35) + (20)(8.0)] (10) = 15,600 lb
Porch roof mass
Wp1 = (9)(9)(15) = 1,215 lb
Total first story mass
Ws1 = 24,786 + 15,600 + 1,215 = 41,600 lb
Total mass acting on the first story shear walls
W1 = W2 + Ws1 = 40,200 + 41,600 = 81,800 lb
Static design procedure (Section 1630.2.3 of UBC-97) is used to calculate base shear because it
is a two-story standard occupancy structure.
Base shear:
V=
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2.5 C a I
W
R

Ca
R
I

= 0.36 for Seismic Zone 3 and unknown soil type (Table 16-Q)
= 5.5 (Table 16-N)
= 1.0 (Table 16-K)

Vertical distribution of force (Section 1630.5, 1997 UBC)
First-story shear
V1 = (2.5)(0.36)(81,800)(1.0)/5.5 = 13,385 lb
Second story shear
V2 = (13,385) (40,202)(19.1)/[(40,202)(19.1) + (41,600)(8.5)] = 9,165 lb
For allowable stress design, the seismic loads are reduced by a factor of 1.4 (Section 1612.3.1,
1997 UBC).
V1 = 13,385/1.4 = 9,561 lb
V2 = 9,165/1.4 = 6,546 lb
Shear Wall Design
The allowable shear values are determined from Table 23-II-I-1 of the UBC-97. The values are
reduced with the species adjustment factor of 0.82 to account for the specific gravity of the
framing members made of Hem-Fir lumber (SG = 0.43).
Assumptions:
Shear walls Perforated shear wall method, hold-downs only at the corners, truss plates are
used around openings and at the corners for enhanced performance. The maximum allowable
shear wall aspect ratio of 2.5:1 is used for segments within a perforated shear wall for both wind
and seismic design.
Garage door segmented shear wall with 4 inch on center nailing schedule (352 lb/ft of braced
wall panels)
Species
Hem-Fir
Sheathing
7/16 OSB
Nailing schedule
6/12 inch (229 lb/ft), all EW walls of the first floor 4/12 (352 lb/ft) except
the north wall (Wall 5)
Sheathing Nails
8d common or equivalent pneumatic (D=0.131 inch)
Stud spacing 16 inches on center
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Results of Wind Design:
Second Floor - NS
Wall
1

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total
1

Direct Shear
Force, lb
2,051
466
1,738

Torsional
Torsional
Moment, lb-ft Shear Force, lb
6,261
-102
2
101
-29
-28
56

Total Shear
Wall
Force, lb
Capacity, lb
2,051
468
1,839
29
28
56

8,080
1,837
6,847
1,610
2,241
4,855

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

4,256

See Figure B2 for wall notations.

Second Floor - EW
Wall
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total

Direct shear
Force, lb

921
1,281
2,776
4,978

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb
-16,903
277
-5
-272
77
75
-152

Total shear
force, lb
277
5
272
998
1,356
2,776

Wall
Capacity, lb
8,080
1,837
6,847
1,610
2,241
4,855

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

First Floor - NS
Wall
1

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6G
W7I
Total
1

Direct shear
Force, lb

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb

Total
shear
force, lb

Wall
Capacity, lb

Check

28,862
4,503
746
3,060

-504
18
487
-127
231
-110
6

4,503
764
3,547
127
231
110
6

8,314
1,378
5,650
2,367
3,087
1,322
4,838

Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

8,310

See Figure B1 for wall notations.

First Floor - EW
Wall
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6G
W7I
Total
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Direct shear
Force, lb

1,877
2,448
1,049
3,838
9,212

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb
-4,106
72
-2
-69
18
-33
16
-1

Total shear
force, lb
72
2
69
1,895
2,448
1,064
3,838

Wall
Capacity, lb
8,314
1,378
5,650
2,367
3,087
1,322
4,838

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

Results of Seismic Design:
Second Floor - NS
Wall
1

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total
1

Direct Shear
Force, lb
3,155
717
2,674

Torsional
Torsional
Moment, lb-ft Shear Force, lb
16,008
-262
5
257
-73
-71
144

Total Shear
Wall
Force, lb
Capacity, lb
3,155
722
2,931
73
71
144

8,080
1,837
6,847
1,610
2,241
4,855

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

6,546

See Figure B2 for wall notations.

Second Floor - EW
Wall
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total

Direct shear
Force, lb

1,211
1,685
3,651
6,546

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb
-32,037
524
-9
-515
147
141
-288

Total shear
force, lb
524
9
515
1,357
1,826
3,651

Wall
Capacity, lb
8,080
1,837
6,847
1,610
2,241
4,855

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

First Floor - NS
Wall
1

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6G
W7I
Total
1

Direct shear
Force, lb
5,181
859
3,521

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb
44,992
-786
27
759
-198
359
-171
10

Total shear
force, lb
5,181
886
4,280
198
359
171
10

Wall
Capacity, lb
8,314
1,378
5,650
2,367
3,087
1,322
4,838

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok

9,561

See Figure B1 for wall notations.

First Floor - EW
Wall
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6G
W7I
Total

Direct shear
Force, lb

1,948
2,541
1,088
3,983
9,561

Torsional
Torsional shear
Moment, lb-ft
force, lb
-22,807
398
-14
-385
100
-182
87
-5

Total shear
force, lb
398
14
385
2,049
2,541
1,175
3,983

Wall
Capacity, lb
8,314
1,378
5,650
2,367
3,087
1,322
4,838

Check
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
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DESIGN OF OVERTURNING RESTRAINTS
Design of Truss Plate Hold-downs (Figure B4) for the Second Story Shear Walls
The design of overturning restraints is governed by the seismic analysis. The uplift forces are
calculated based on the capacity of the wall that can be achieved during a seismic event rather
than on the reduced forces calculated using the R-factor. This design procedure is consistent with
the seismic design philosophy incorporated in the procedures for determination of the structural
seismic loads. This approach results in a more accurate connection design.
According to the NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (FEMA-273)
(BSSC, 1997), capacity of the shear walls specified for the second floor is v = 720 lb/ft
Including adjustment for specific gravity of Hem-Fir lumber (SG=0.43):
v = (720)(1- (0.5-SG)) = (720)(1-(0.5-0.43)) = 670 lb
Uplift force (based on the actual capacity of the shear wall):
T = v h = (670)(8) = 5,360 lb
where:
v = unit shear capacity;
h = shear wall height.
The uplift capacity of the truss plate holddowns (Figure 4):
U1 = (145 psi)[(15 in2)](0.85)(3.2) = 5,916 lb
where:
145 psi = allowable lateral resistance value for M II 20 Mitek Truss Connector Plates
installed in Hem-Fir lumber (ICBO Evaluation Report ER-4922, ICBO 1999)
for the EE Plate Orientation;
2
15 in = area of the double bottom plate covered by the truss plate;
0.85
= reduction coefficient due to truss plate installation on the narrow face of the
member (Section 2.3.4, ER-4922);
3.2
= reduction coefficient that adjusts the average test value to the design value
(Section 7.1.9, ANSI/TPI 1-1995, TPI 1995).
This approach for determining the resistance of a truss plate hold-down was validated with full
scale testing as reported in Case Study II – Light-Frame Wood Panels of this publication. In
summary, the testing of a shear wall showed that this type of a hold-down with a 12.75 inch
contact area and assembled with SPF lumber resisted an uplift force of 5,377 lb.
The uplift capacity of the adjacent corner:
U2 = (145 psi)[(4.5 in2)](0.85)(3.2) = 1,775 lb
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where:
4.5 in2 = area of the double bottom plate covered by the truss plate;
Capacity of the truss plate hold-down including the corner resistance:
UT = U1 + U2 = 5,916 + 1,775 = 7,691 lb
Hold-down over strength factor = Uplift Resistance/Uplift Force = 7,691/5,360 = 1.44 > 1.0 OK
The hold-down over strength factor should be interpreted as a factor that if greater than unity
indicates that the sheathing nails will reach their capacity before the hold-down reaches its
capacity. Thus, a ductile shear wall response is ensured for a hold-down over strength factor of
greater than unity. It should be noted that the uplift force is not reduced by any portion of the
roof dead load and the second story dead load. Therefore, the over strength factor of 1.44 can be
considered as a conservative estimate.
Design of Overturning Hold-downs for the First Story Shear Walls
According to the NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (FEMA-273)
(BSSC, 1997), capacity of the shear walls specified for the first floor:
V = 900 lb/ft
Including adjustment for specific gravity of Hem-Fir lumber (SG=0.43):
V = (900)(1- (0.5-SG)) = (900)(1-(0.5-0.43)) = 837 lb
Uplift force:
T = v h = (837)(8) = 6,696 lb
Total uplift force including the second story:
T = 6,696 + 5,360 = 12,056 lb
The uplift capacity of HTT22 is 13,150 lb (Simpson Strong-Tie Co. on-line catalog, 2001)
Hold-down over strength factor = 13,150/12,056 = 1.1 - OK
Note that the uplift force is not reduced by any portion of the dead load of the second story.
Thus, the lower story uplift for anchorage design may be considered to be conservative and the
actual over strength factor is greater than 1.1.
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APPENDIX C
RIGID DIAPHRAGM METHOD

Due to a complex three-dimensional force distribution mechanism involved in the analysis of the
stiffness characteristics of the diaphragm−shear wall assemblies, there is a lack of guidelines on
the selection of the appropriate lateral force distribution procedures in the model building codes.
As a typical practice, the current building codes provide stringent rules in favor of more
conservative flexible diaphragm method. Recently, several studies have been conducted towards
answering the problem of the lateral force distribution between the shear walls in light-frame
buildings. A summary of these studies follows.
[1] This study investigated load sharing mechanism between shear walls in a 16-foot by 32-foot
one-story light-frame house. The roof diaphragm was sheathed with plywood panels using eightpenny nails. The sheathing was not glued or blocked. Gypsum panels were used on the ceiling.
Results of the testing showed that the roof diaphragm exhibited nearly rigid behavior. The load
distribution between the shear walls depended on both wall stiffness and wall position within the
building. The walls perpendicular to the direction of loading resisted between 8 and 25 percent of
the total load due to diaphragm rotation.
[2] The researchers presented a three-dimensional finite element model of a light-frame wood
house. The model was validated using results from a full-scale testing program. The model was
used to evaluate the accuracy of the rigid and flexible diaphragm design methods using a 16-foot
by 32 foot light-frame wood buildings with two partition walls. Results of the modeling showed
that the flexible diaphragm method misrepresented the shear wall forces with an error exceeding
120 percent, whereas the rigid diaphragm method predicted the shear wall forces with a
maximum error of 21 percent. Both methods provided results that overestimated and
underestimated the finite element model predictions. The load sharing mechanism modeled by
the rigid diaphragm method was representative of the experimental and finite element modeling
results, whereas the flexible diaphragm method provided an arbitrary force distribution based on
building geometry (i.e. tributary areas) rather than stiffness.
[3] NEHRP Seismic Design Provisions incorporate the state-of-the-art design methods for
analysis of structures against seismic forces. The Provisions follow the methodology previously
introduced in the UBC to define rigid and flexible diaphragm buildings. However, for lightframe structures, the Provisions require using the rigid diaphragm approach if the diaphragm is
assembled with structural panel sheathing (Section 5.2.3.1). This indicates that the Provisions
encourage using the rigid diaphragm method as opposed to the flexible diaphragm method for
design of light-frame buildings.
[4] NEHRP Commentary on the Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings provides
recommendations for seismic analysis of existing structures. In Chapter 8, which discusses wood
construction, the Commentary indicates that recent studies demonstrated rigid behavior of the
diaphragms in wood buildings. Therefore, the lateral loads should be distributed to the shear
walls based on the relative stiffness instead of tributary areas.
[5] This project investigated the applicability of various design methods for distribution of the
lateral forces between the shear walls in a light-frame building. The analytical results were
validated using experimental data from testing of a full-scale L-shaped one-story wood-frame 30
foot by 36-foot house. Results of the project indicated that the rigid diaphragm method
accurately predicted force distribution between the shear walls with a maximum error of 11
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percent, whereas the error of the flexible diaphragm method exceeded 37 percent. This building
had a conventional roof diaphragm assembled without gluing or blocking the sheathing.
[6] One of the objectives of this project was to evaluate the relative stiffness of the
diaphragm−shear wall system of a 16-foot by 20-foot house. Eight diaphragm configurations
were investigated each with different combination of nailing schedule, adhesive, and blocking.
Diaphragms assembled with nails and without adhesive or blocking were classified as flexible
according to the UBC-97 provisions, whereas diaphragms assembled with either adhesive or
blocking or both were classified as rigid. This testing program used shear walls without
perforations and a building configuration without intermediate shear walls. Both of these
building attributes contributed towards the selection of the flexible diaphragm approach.
Therefore, results of this testing program conservatively represent the actual response of lightframe homes that typically have many openings. It should be noted that the definition of the rigid
diaphragm provided in the UBC does not necessarily mean that buildings that fall beyond the
scope of the rigid diaphragm definition will actually behave as flexible diaphragm buildings.
References
[1] Phillips, T. L., Itani, R. Y., and McLean, D. I. 1992. Lateral Load Sharing by Diaphragms in
Wood-Framed Buildings. Journal of Structural Engineering, Vol. 119(5), pp. 1556-1571.
[2] Kasal, B., and Leichti, R. J.1992. Incorporating Load Sharing in Shear Wall Design of LightFrame Structures. Journal of Structural Engineering, Vol. 118, No. 12, pp. 3350-3361.
[3] Building Seismic Safety Council. 1997. NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic
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Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (FEMA Publication 274). Washington, DC.
[5] Foliente, G., Paevere, P., Kasal, B., and Collins, M. 2000. Whole Structure Testing and
Analysis of a Light-Frame Wood Building. Phase 2 − Design Procedures Against Lateral Loads.
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[6] Fisher, D., Filiatrault, A., Folz, B., Uang, C., and Seible, F. 2000. Shake Table Tests of a
Two-Story Woodframe House. Report No. SSRP − 2000/15. Division of Structural Engineering,
University of California, San Diego.
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APPENDIX D
TIME AND MOTION STUDY
Wall Panel Plant

DATA COLLECTION METHOD
Three members form NAHB Research Center were on site at the panel fabrication plant to
observe the production of the wall panels. All researchers were free to walk about the plant as the
walls were manufactured. Before starting, the researchers identified the workers involved in the
project and noted the various tasks that each worker would be doing. One researcher was
assigned to watch the auto saw cutting process only and two researchers duplicated efforts
watching the rest of the fabrication. As the work proceeded, total man-hours spent on each task
were monitored and recorded every fifteen minutes. The recorded tasks included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustment – Machinery adjustment and maintenance
Material Handling – Moving material from one location to another, loading headers,
studs, sheathing, and moving carts.
Cutting- Cutting required at the radial arm saw. This was typically for header panels.
This does NOT include cutting time for the studs and plates on the auto-saw.
Nailing – Attaching top and bottom plates to studs, constructing header panels, nailing
sheathing.
Plating – Positioning the wall panel to allow for plating, tacking on plates, handling the
C-Clamp, pressing the plates, and setting the panel back on the line.
Idle – Time not doing any of the other tasks. This usually consisted of workers waiting
on other workers to finish a task.
Re-Work – Checking the underside of the panel for missed nails, removing missed nails,
re-nailing, finish nailing (nails not fully driven).
Clean – Sweeping, moving scrap material to dumpster.
Band – Craning panels off the table, banding them and stacking them.

The number of workers involved in the production varied throughout the process. At each
fifteen-minute interval, in addition to collecting the minutes spent on each task, the total number
of men performing the work was also recorded. The crew size varied from 7 men to 3 men. The
total man-hours include only the hours of the men involved in one of the tasks. For example, if
only three men were observed working for one 15-minute period, the man-hours for that period
would be 3 x 15 = 45 minutes (0.75 hrs). Data was collected for time spent on this project only.
The first floor walls were completed first and then the second floor walls. The data was divided
between first floor wall time and second floor wall time. Midway through the second floor walls,
the second shift of men came on. For 30 minutes, there was an overlap of crew, but only manhours spent on this project were recorded.
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PLANT SET-UP

Sheathing
Saw

Sheathing
Stock

5

4

6
LOADING

Re-Working
Area

Sheathing
Table

7

WORK FLOW

Stud Stock

Header Stock

3

Radial
Arm Saw

1

Main
Assembly
Table

Header
Table

2

Lumber
Carts

CREW AND TASK DESCRIPTION
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Header assembler. Cuts header stock, builds header panels without studs.
Head panel assembler. Loads pre-cut stock, end nails, installs connector plates.
Panel assembler. Loads stock, end nails, helps with plating.
Sheathing. Aligns sheathing, nails sheathing, routs sheathing openings, auto-nailer.
Sheathing prep. Cuts and loads sheathing
Re-worker. Inspects nails, removes missed nails, re-nails.
Re-worker, loader. Re-nails, bands, loads.

Auto-Saw

Auto Nailer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Auxiliary
Table

COLLECTED DATA

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
Total
AVG

Total man minutes

Band

Clean

Re-Work

Idle

Plate

Nail

Cutting

Material Handling

Adjust

Crew Size

First Floor Panels

Start Time
End Time
5
3
3
7
7
7
7
6
5
6
4
6
4
6
5
5
6

30
25
25
15 50
60
55
40
15 25
35

5

30
20
10
40
5
10
25
30
15 20
15 25

10
10
10
5

20
10 15
30
15

5
10
20
30
15
20
15
35
10 30
30
20
25
15 20
15
15 15
30 510 80 345

15
10

15 15
15

15
10

15

15
10 5
15
15
60 55 110 15 60 0

75
45
45
105
105
105
105
90
75
5
Break
30
90
60
90
75
75
90
1265

6:15 AM
10:30 AM

Total Time = 4.0 hrs
Man Hours = 21.08

5.4
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10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
Total
AVG
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5
5
4
4

35
30
10
30

5
15
10
10

25
20
10
10

5
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
3
4
3

40
40
20
30
20
20
30
30
30
20
10
15
20
15
15

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

15
20
10
20
15
15
20
20
20
15
5
10
15
10
10

5
30
5
5
5

Total man minutes

Band

10
20
5

10
10
5

10
10
10
10
5

15
10
5

5
15
15
5
5
5

5
10
5
5
10

5
5
15 5
10

460 130 285 100 75 85 0
4.1

Clean

Re-Work

Idle

Plate

Nail

Cutting

Material Handling

Adjust

Crew Size

Second Floor Panels

0

0

75
Start Time
75
End Time
60
60
Total Time =
0
Lunch
0
Break Man Hours=
75
90
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
Second Shift
40
45
45
45
60
45
0
0
0
1135

10:30 AM
3:45 PM
4.75 hrs
18.92

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

The plant was covered but had open walls and no heat.
The temperature was in the low 40s.
The work was observed on Thursday, December 27.
The men on the first crew were all experienced.
One man in the second crew was new (1 week) and required instruction.
The panel-nailing machine was not working properly. One man (not assigned to the
project and time not recorded) spent several minutes adjusting the machine. Many times
the sheathing had to be re-nailed because the auto-nailing machine was not hitting the
mark.
Although the actual plate pressing time didn’t take long, it was hard for the worker to
maneuver the “C” clamp around to get to the joints. The window plates were the most
difficult, which required the worker to get inside of the table (inside the window opening)
and install the plates. The worker had to climb over the table with the “C-clamp” to get
into position.
The second crew had more difficulty with the plating process. Some mistakes were made
that required correction.
The crew sizes recorded for each 15-minute period were generally less on the second
panels (second shift) most likely because the men didn’t wait on the other men to finish
tasks. The idle men helped out on other projects not associated with this house.
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